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Mission statement
Anime Crossroads is dedicated to creating a
broader awareness of, and appreciation for, Japanese animation by celebrating the richness of
this art form. We hope to facilitate growth of the
anime, manga and related industries of Indianapolis and beyond. In addition to providing a central
event for fans and enthusiasts, Anime Crossroads seeks to become an entity for sharing and
disseminating industry information. Anime Crossroads also provides the community and related
industries the opportunity to network and conduct
business.
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Letter from the staff
Dear Anime Crossroads Attendees,
Welcome aboard to year 12 of Anime Crossroads. We have
spent the last two years in a pandemic that has been hard on
everyone. Thank you to everyone that returned this year. To
those that want to return, but can’t, we hope to see you again

someday! And to those that were lost, we miss you and are always thinking of you. This year will look very different as we try
and navigate a convention in these uncertain times. But never

fear, we have big changes planned for 2023!

Thank you so, so much to everyone that bought a badge, booked
a hotel room or vended at our convention. And from the chair to
the staff, a special thank you to each and every one of you for

hanging in there these last two years. It wasn’t easy trying to figure out safety restrictions and guidelines, but we did it!

Have a wonderful weekend and we hope you to join us in 2023for
Year 13!

Sincere Regards,
The Staff of Anime Crossroads 2022
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Artists and Dealers hall Map
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Voice Acting Guest: Aaron dismuke
Aaron Dismuke is an
American voice actor,

adaptive writer and director who works primarily with Funimation En-

tertainment. He got his
start voice acting at age
9, as Hiro Sohma in

Fruits Basket, moving on
to voice Alphonse Elric
in Fullmetal Alchemist by
age 12. Since then, he’s
voiced various roles including Leonardo Watch in Blood Blockade
Battlefront, Van Fanel in Escaflowne (2016 version), Oscar in
RWBY, Reinhard in Legend of the Galactic Heroes, Yo Takami in
Deadman Wonderland, Twelve in Terror in Residence, Arslan in
The Heroic Legend of Arslan, and Lucifer in Devil is a Part Timer.
He worked as assistant director for Ninja Slayer and Fairy Tail,
and director for Shomin Sample and Nanbaka. He’s part of the
ADR writing teams that adapted scripts for Fairy Tail, Nanbaka,
Tokyo Ghoul, and Full Metal Panic! Invisible Victory.
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Aaron Dismuke Panels
Surviving the Zombie Apocalypse with Aaron Dismuke
My name is Aaron Dismuke and I am utterly unqualified to host
this panel, but that's never stopped me before and honestly,
who's more qualified? Aside from like, an actual veteran or gun
enthusiast. Hikers might have one up on me too. Anyone who
owns a boat... A farmer could for sure throw a more useful panel.
But as someone who's pretended to be a zombie, one time for
pay even, I think I can offer a-... Well, not unique per se, but certainly a perspective. (Look, honestly, we're just gonna come up
with weird anime/horror movie mashups like 28 Days Later but
with Pokemon; it'll be great.)
Q&A With Aaron Dismuke
Let's get to know each other. I'll start. I play Magic, League, Fallout, Undertale, and have dabbled with Tarot Cards (if not actual
alchemy). I'm a fan of Death Parade, Sword Art, Mushishi, Code
Geass, Made in Abyss, and at least half of the shows I've been
in. I'm not quite vegetarian, but I sometimes pretend to be. I used
to build road blocks, have hosted a murder party, and have been
to a(n admittedly shabby) Fallout Shelter. Sort of. So yeah,
Aren't I interesting, but like, in a relatable, not trying too hard,
way? You noticed, right? Senpai?... Senpai?!
How to Write a Decent Dub with Aaron Dismuke
Aaron Dismuke here again, Still refusing to refer to myself in the
third person like some may do for these panel descriptions, probably because I am neither an awkward anime character nor a
khajiit. If you're curious about how we make the decision to stray
from, add to, or stick with the translations of the shows we dub at
Funimation, come listen to me talk. I have around five years of
experience adapting scripts for the likes of Fairy Tail, Fire Force,
Tokyo Ghoul, Attack on Titan and Overlord.
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Voice Acting Guest: Kira Buckland
Kira Buckland is a southern California-based
voice actress originally
from Alaska. She is most
known for voicing “2B” in
NieR:Automata, as well
as other video games
such as Soulcalibur VI
(Talim & 2B), Fire Emblem Heroes (Eirika &
Katarina), BlazBlue:
Cross Tag Battle
(Heart), River City Girls
(Kyoko), Street Fighter V
(Falke), Persona 5 Strikers (Kuon Ichinose), Ace
Attorney: Spirit of Justice
(Trucy), Tales of Zestiria
(Edna), Danganronpa 2 (Hiyoko Saionji), Danganronpa V3
(Kirumi Tojo), Disgaea 5 (Seraphina), Dead or Alive 5 & 6
(Honoka), Skullgirls (Marie), Cris Tales (Crisbell), Puyo Puyo
Tetris/Champions (Rulue/Ally/Rafisol), and many more.
Some of her anime and dubbing credits include JoJo's Bizarre
Adventure: Diamond is Unbreakable (Reimi), YashaHime: Princess Half-Demon (Setsuna), Demon Slayer (Mitsuri), Edens Zero
(Rebecca), Kakegurui (Mary), ReZero (Beatrice), Sleepy Princess
in the Demon Castle (Princess Syalis), Tower of God (Yuri), Love
Live: School Idol Project (Umi), Granblue Fantasy (Lyria), Accel
World (Kuroyukihime), Blue Exorcist (Izumo), Sailor Moon
(Mimete), Welcome to Demon School (Ameri), and Miraculous
Ladybug (Alix/Timebreaker).
Kira loves classic rock, cats, espresso, cosplay, fighting games,
and JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, and is excited to travel to new
places to meet fans (and catch more Pokemon.) She is also the
founder of the Voice Acting Club, a community linking voice talent
and content creators around the world.
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Kira buckland Panels
The Brutally Honest Voice Acting Panel
So you want to become a voice actor, and you've probably been
told to follow your dreams. That's great---but there are major financial, emotional, and lifestyle risks involved with doing so, and
it's important to also take a look at the practical side of things.
This is a no-sugarcoating, no-BS look at what's really involved in
being a voice actor, and whether it's worth it for you.
Video/audio recording will not be permitted during this panel.
Kira Buckland Q & A

Kira Buckland is the voice behind many characters in shows and
games such as NieR: Automata, JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, Street
Fighter V, Fire Emblem Heroes, YashaHime, and much more.
Ask her anything in this open question and answer panel!
Pokemon GO For Broke!
Come learn more about the mobile game phenomenon that captured everyone's hearts as they capture Pokemon in the real
world! Trainer tips will be discussed, including how to get the
most out of your raiding, hatching, and gym battling experiences
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Voice Acting Guest: Brandon Winckler
Brandon Winckler is a
professional Voice Actor
and Writer located in
Burbank, California. This
includes Animation, Video Games, Anime, Corporate Explainer Videos,
Commercials, and yes,
even Toys. They also
will be happy to pet any
dog that walks in their
path. Brandon is most
well-known for their work
for roles such as
EUGEO in SWORD ART
ONLINE: ALICIZATION
and ENJU in Fena: Pirate Princess. They also voice DALE in IF IT'S FOR MY DAUGHTER I'D EVEN DEFEAT A DEMON LORD, THEO in RECORD
OF GRANCREST WAR, LUI SHIROSAGI in BEYBLADE BURST
TURBO, BEDE in POKEMON TWILIGHT WINGS, KIYOSHI in
DEMON SLAYER, KAZUHA’S FRIEND (TOMO) in GENSHIN IMPACT, MASTER UTSUSHI in MONSTER HUNTER RISE, SHUN
IZUKI in KUROKOS BASKETBALL, SHAX LEAD in WELCOME
TO DEMON SCHOOL, IRUMA!, and PARIS in the hit Youtube
Series : GODs School! Other shows you can hear Brandon include: GUNDAM NARRATIVE, BLACK CLOVER, CELLS AT
WORK, D4DJ, ONE PIECE, and more!
You can also hear Brandon in Video Games such as DISGAEA 6,
PHANTASY STAR ONLINE 2, FIRE EMBLEM HEROES, YS XI,
ACE COMBAT 7, FINAL FANTASY: BRAVE EXVIUS, FF7 REMAKE, NEO: THE WORLD ENDS WITH YOU, POKEMON MASTERS, MARVEL AVENGERS ACADEMY, and others.
You can follow Brandon on social media @BWincklerVA
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Brandon Winckler Panels
The Art of Being a Best Boy
- Brandon Wincklers guide to being an Anime Protagonist We all know and love them, but what makes them? Join Brandon
Winckler as he guides you through what makes some of anime's
best boys the best in this fun panel!
Auditioning 101 with Brandon Winckler
Join Brandon Winckler as he takes you behind the scenes of
English dubbed anime. How do auditions happen? How does one
audition? And most importantly, mock audition yourself!
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Entertainment Guest: Creepin’ it burly
Creepin’ It Burly (CIB) is the brainchild of Dorothy Dagger.
Dorothy wanted to create a troupe that brought together burlesque and drag, homing them in the same place. These two arts
play off each other a great deal, and the creators of CIB wanted
to marry them. During the quarantine stage of Covid-19, the
troupe began by producing digital shows using Zoom and
YouTube.They had their first in-person show in July 2020 and
haven’t looked back since.
The troupe at this time has monthly shows at The Melody Inn and
DiD Fit studios in Indianapolis while they’ve also entered the con
circuit having performed at conventions such as InConjunction
and Windycon. The current producers are Dorothy Dagger &
Eden Sitayu.
You can follow Creepin’ It Burly on Instagram
(@creepinitburlyindy) and Facebook (creepinitburly)!
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Entertainment Guests: EDP DJ

Hazmatiq
Hazmatiq is a Midwest based Bass music DJ. He has been dropping filthy bass drops for 5 years now and there are no signs of
him stopping anytime soon. Electronic Music has been a love and
passion of his since he was a child. This is 7th year attending
ACR and his 2nd time DJing. Get your neck braces ready because you won’t want to stop headbanging.
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Main Events
Opening Ceremonies
Come meet a few of the staff, and see the official beginning of Anime

Crossroads 2019! See all the guests and hear about some special events to
expect for the rest of the weekend.

Creepin It Burly Burlesque Show 18+
Come one, come all, come and see what your heart desires! New to Anime

Crossroads this year is Creepin it Burly! We bring you the finest local talent
Indianapolis has to offer, and ensure that you leave a little....flushed..
Tips are welcome! Photos and video are welcome! Just tag us!

#Creepinitburly
Valid Government issue ID is required for entry.

Dance Showcase
Join us for a unique dance showcase as our attendees show off their dance
skills. This competition will have the best and brightest performers demonstrating what they love.
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Main Events
All Ages Drag Show!
You loved it, we brought it back!! Highlighted the most talented nerdy drag

performers Indianapolis has to offer!! Lets pack the house again! Tips are welcome! Photos and video are ENCOURAGED! Just tag us! #Creepinitburly

Cosplay Masquerade
The Masquerade is a contest for cosplayers to test their skills in front of

judges. It is also a place for people to show off their cosplays and gives people
the opportunity to see the best cosplays around! Come check out this years
Masquerade.

ACR Electronic Dance Party
Join our wonderful DJ at this year’s electronic dance party. For all the dancing
machines and party lovers out there, this is the place for you.

Closing Ceremonies
Join the staff in a last goodbye to guests and conclude the convention. This is

also when the Post-Con Feedback session will beheld, letting you all tell us
what we can do better next year.
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Maid café

Pink Peaches Maid Cafe is an interactive maid cafe right here at

Anime Crossroads, where we bring the authentic feel of an
Akihabara cafe to Indiana. Come say hi to our adorable team of

maids and butlers as we do our best to serve and entertain you!
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Maid cafe
2022 Maid Café Schedule
Friday:
Maid Cafe Classic 1:00pm-2:00pm
Maid Cafe Classic 3:00pm-4:00pm
Maid Cafe Classic 5:00pm-6:00pm
Maid Cafe Waifu hour 7:00pm-8:00pm
Saturday:
Maid Cafe Classic 12:00pm-1:00pm

Maid Cafe Classic 2:00pm-3:00pm
Maid Cafe Classic 4:00pm-5:00pm
Maid Cafe Classic 6:00pm-7:00pm

Maid Cafe Rave hour 8:00pm-9:00pm
Sunday:

Maid Cafe Classic 12:00pm-1:00pm
Maid Cafe Classic 2:00pm-3:00pm

Please go to the Maid Café for pricing and seating availability!
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Video Gaming
VG Room Rules for attendees
•

All equipment belong to the con or staff. Treat all equipment, consoles, tvs, and games with care as if they were your own personal
belongings. Failure to follow this rule can result in removal from
tournaments/events, Gaming room, or the convention.

•

Most VG stations are set up for free play. To check out a video
game and controller at the check out table, one badge is needed to
check out games. In rare circumstances, we may have time limits
for specific stations depending on volume and capacity of free play
area.

•

No open food or drinks at any of the free play or tournament stations. Food and drinks are allowed in the spectator area.

•

Most importantly, enjoy yourself and have fun!

Video Game Tournament Schedule
Due to Covid restrictions, tournaments will be TBD. Please visit the
Video Game room for more information!

List of Open Gaming Consoles
•

Xbox 360

•

Wii

•

PS2

•

Wii U

•

PS3

•

Switch
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Tabletop Gaming
We have invited Pawns‘ Gamebag to help host our Tabletop
Gaming Room this year. Pawns, Keeper of the Gamebag has
been running the gaming rooms at conventions for almost 15
years and turned his hobby of providing his games to convention
attendees into a Social & Recreational Club. Your badge now includes a one week trial membership to Pawns‘ Gamebag
(canceled automatically at the end of the convention). This grants
you access to Pawns‘ full library of games and member support
services.
Pawns‘ Gamebag will be bringing over 325 game for us to play!
You can check out their website at http://
www.pawnsgamebag.com/

You can join their discord server at https://discord.gg/
kAchcFrNWs
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Harassment Policy
Harassment and Assault
“No” means “no.” “Stop” means “stop.” “Go away” means “go
away.” Only “Yes” means “yes.” Harassment is any behavior that
seriously annoys or alarms another person. This includes unwanted physical contact, following someone in a public area, verbal assaults, or threatening physical violence. An offender may
lose their badge and the matter may be referred to the proper law
enforcement authorities.
Reporting Harassment and Assault
The safety of our attendees is our first priority at Anime Crossroads. If you see or experience any form of harassment, please
report it soon as possible. Harassment by anyone be them attendees, guests, volunteers, security, or staff, should be reported.

During The Convention
If you are being harassed, immediately contact Anime Crossroads at contact@animecrossroads.com, a nearby Anime Crossroads staff member, or hotel security. Convention staff and security personnel have the right to remove an attendee’s badge for
not following the rules and their commands, and may eject a person from the convention.
Before Or After The Convention
If any attendees, staff, volunteers, guests, or vendors feel that a
situation may arise at con that puts someone at risk, please email
admin@animecrossroads.com with all of the relevant details
about the person or situation. This includes screenshots, police
reports, or recordings. We will do our due diligence to fact check
all sources and take appropriate action to remedy the situation
before the convention.
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Code of Conduct
General

Anime Crossroads expects a level of acceptable and reasonable behavior from all attendees. Please be considerate to all Attendees,
Guests, and Anime Crossroads Staff, as well as for the individuals who
are attending other events at the hotel. Anime Crossroads attendees
are expected to obey the rules set by Anime Crossroads. Any violation
may result in suspension of their pass(es) and even a permanent ban
from the Anime Crossroads Convention and its sister conventions. Any
attendee who violates a state or federal law at Anime Crossroads will
be reported to local authorities. Anime Crossroads has the right to revise the Code of Conduct at any time and for any reason without notice.
Consent to Photography
Any photographs or videos of attendees taken by Anime Crossroads
staff in an official capacity may be used or published by Anime Crossroads without further consent of the attendees being recorded. Photography and recording of any kind are strictly prohibited during concert
events, with the exception of official Anime Crossroads Press Staff and
pre-approved members of the general press.
Behavior
Anime Crossroads strives to provide a safe and fun environment for all
those who attend the convention. Behavior such as, but not limited to,
skanking, moshing and/or standing on chairs will not be tolerated at any
time for any reason during any convention events. Individuals who engage in such behavior will be immediately ejected from the event. A
verbal warning will be issued for a first time violation and any further
misconduct will result in confiscation of their pass for the remainder of
the convention. Smoking is only permitted in pre-designated areas at
the convention space. Please be prepared to show your badge any
time you enter a convention space or event – it identifies you as a fully
paid attendee of the convention. Please consider how your words and
actions reflect on the convention and how they impact those around
you, as most of the convention activities and areas are directed at general audiences. Keep in mind that other individuals’ opinions may differ
from your own. Do not engage in heated discussions with an individual
(s). Use your common sense in public areas.
If you are unsure whether something is appropriate to do in public,
please consult one of the Anime Crossroads Security staff or Directors.
If you notice others are uncomfortable with your costume or your activities, please stop immediately. We take pride in our appearance and we
want you to do so as well while still having fun. To this effect, Anime
Crossroads Directors have final say on all matters.
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Code of Conduct
Costumes and Clothing
Any indecent exposure (public exposure of genitalia, buttocks or nipples) is not permitted. When choosing and/or creating your costume,
please keep in mind the constraints of local laws and customs concerning public decency. Just because an anime character wears only a face
mask, you may not do so. Sturdy and fitted costumes are required; you
should not be falling out of your costume, and it should not be falling
apart around you. Also, remember to have proper support such as bras
and/or athletic cups, especially if you plan to be physically active, i.e.,
dancing or running when approved. If you have a bulky or large costume, please be aware of your surroundings. Try not to hit other attendees, block walkways or access, or cause a disruption. You are responsible for your own costume and should respect those around you.
For more specifics on costume and cosplay requirement, please see our
Cosplay and Weapons Polices.
Buying, Selling, and Solicitation
Anime Crossroads has a few main areas where merchandise is sold –
the Dealers’ Room and Artists’ Alley. Anyone who receives payment for
goods in the convention space must comply with all the convention’s
rules regarding this. For any sale of merchandise, the exhibitor rules apply. Other restrictions may also apply.
Anime Crossroads takes its obligations in this area very seriously. Any
solicitation at the convention, whether verbal or use of signage for monetary payment or exchange of services that does not comply with these
restrictions, is prohibited. Some examples of prohibited solicitation or
sale are musicians requesting tips, setting up artwork for sale in the
common areas, and passing out signs or cards to solicit a business in
areas other than the aforementioned commerce areas. Violation of
these rules may result in the offender forfeiting their pass, returning all
payments, and facing expulsion from the convention area. Please also
note that certain solicitations are ILLEGAL and will result in immediate
membership pass forfeiture and possible referral to the proper law enforcement authorities. Any solicitation or selling outside of the convention center requires a street vendor license from the city. Should you be
caught engaging in such activities, you may be ticketed and fined, as
well as possibly sent to jail. Offering favors of a sexual nature for sale,
such as kisses, hugs, dates, gropes, spankings, etc., are strictly prohibited as they may be viewed as forms of prostitution. Attempts to circumvent any of these rules such as throwing money and merchandise on
the ground and other such tactics are also prohibited.
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Code of Conduct
Liability
Anime Crossroads, its personnel, and its affiliates are not responsible
for any damage, theft, injury, or loss. Attendees of the convention are
responsible for their own actions and belongings as well as for any resulting repercussions. Convention staff are on hand to assist in any situation. However, any civil or medical emergencies that may occur must
be handled directly be the appropriate authorities.
COVID-19 Policy

Anime Crossroads has a detailed COVID-19 Policy found here. Masks
are required in ALL convention spaces. There is no exception to this
rule. You will get two strikes (hole punches on your badge) as a warning
to keep your mask on. This means a mask must be on during photos, in
panels and events, autographs, event rooms, and hallways.
We are NOT requiring vaccines or proof of vaccination. We understand
that some individuals cannot get vaccines, and several are members of
the ACR family. We are also not requiring a negative tests at this time.
This is because tests are extremely hard to come by.
However, with all that being said, Anime Crossroads and its personnel,
and its affiliates are not responsible for any cases of COVID-19 that
could come up from attending the event. We also are not responsible for
refunds due to a COVID-19 result. We will roll over badges to 2023 in
the event you cannot attend 2022.
Final Word
Anime Crossroads Directors reserve the right to remove any attendee
from the Convention grounds for any reason deemed unsafe or harmful
to others or for repeated failure to follow the rules.

For Assistance
If you have any questions, comments, or concerns regarding our Code
of Conduct, please contact us by sending an email to contact@animecrossroads.com prior to the convention. You may also visit
the Convention Operations room during the convention. Please consult
your convention floor map in the Program Guide to find out the location
of Convention Operations.
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Cosplay and Weapon Policy
A costume, prop, or weapon may be deemed unacceptable if it:
• Fails to comply with local laws.
• Leaves your feet bare.
• Has vulgar remarks or hate speech in any language.
• Has dangerous protrusions such as spikes or sharp edges.
• Is a costume that extends more than six inches from your body in any
direction? (For example, if your costume has a tail, you may hold it
next to your body, but not let it trail out behind you.)
• Is a prop that is longer than your height? If you are less than four feet
tall, your props may be up to four feet long. Props that are too long
may be carried in pieces and reassembled for pictures.
• Impedes the view of others during seated events.
• Has a tightly-strung bowstring.
• Has a laser pointer or similar capability.
• Has parts made of live steel. Live steel is defined an object crafted
from metal that has a point or blade-like edge, whether blunt or sharp.
Live steel purchased from vendors must stay boxed while in convention space.
• Is a gun-like prop without an orange tip. Gun-like props also must have
their firing mechanisms disabled and have nothing loaded.
• Is a real firearm.
• Is being used or handled unsafely.
Is determined by convention staff to be unsafe.
Cosplay Interaction Policy
• Do not touch another person, or their costume, without permission. Uninvited glomping, hugging, grabbing or roughhousing will not be tolerated. Repeat violators will be ejected from the convention.
• Be respectful of others. No harassment, catcalling, verbal abuse, or
stalking will be tolerated.
• Do not block hallways or public areas while taking photos. If you are
taking a photo, please move to one side of the hallway or go outside.
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Cosplay and Weapon Policy
Props & Accessories Policy
Props carried in public areas must be no more than your height. This is for
the safety of all attendees, as well as to prevent damage to personal property. If your prop is larger than your height, please do not bring it into public
areas. If you are using a large prop for a special event, such as the Masquerade or for purposes of demonstration in a panel, you may have the
prop approved for temporary use in those areas only. The prop must be
returned to your hotel room or car immediately when the event is over.
Use caution when carrying or displaying large props. If you are seen wielding a large prop in a reckless or dangerous manner, your prop may be confiscated. If ACross staff feels that your prop poses a risk to others, you will
be asked to remove the item from public areas, or it may be confiscated.
Prohibited Materials
Flammable materials such as candles, fireworks, sparklers, liquid fuels, or
other fire hazards are strictly prohibited. Small personal smoking paraphernalia (cigarettes, lighter, etc.) may be carried, but may NOT be used in indoor public convention areas as per local law. Your costume should not
shed. Please avoid loose materials such as sand, glitter, confetti, flower
petals or other items that are designed to fall, scatter or otherwise separate
from your costume. We want to be welcomed back for next year!
Signs Policy
Signs are not permitted unless they are an intrinsic part of your character's
costume. Personal message signs, fandom signs (such as "Will Glomp for
Pocky," etc.) and similar signs are prohibited.
Clothing that displays messages deemed to be inappropriate or offensive
to others (including, but not limited to, explicit language and sexually suggestive or racially offensive material) will not be permitted. ACross staff
reserves the right to ask attendees to change or cover offensive clothing.
Failure to comply will result in your badge being confiscated.

Handling of Unacceptable Costumes and Props
If you are found with an unacceptable prop, we will ask you to take it to
your room. If you are unable or unwilling, or this is a repeat problem, we
may ask to confiscate the problem prop. Confiscated props may be
claimed from 2 to 6 on Sunday by visiting Convention Operations, after
which they will be disposed. You must bring a government-issued photo ID
to claim your prop.
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Cosplay and Weapon Policy
Weapons Policy
ALL WEAPONS must be inspected and approved by ACORE prior to being carried
or displayed in public areas. If you are found to be in violation of this policy, your
weapon will be confiscated and you may be ejected from the convention. No projectile weapons of any kind, active or disabled, are permitted without passing
weapons check. This includes, but is not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

real firearms
pellet/BB guns
paintball guns
air guns
water guns
cap guns
dart guns
bows or crossbows
nerf guns
(The ONLY exception to this policy is if the person carrying the weapon is a member of law enforcement. Please present credentials to ACORE upon arrival.)
Artificial and replica guns will be permitted, pending inspection by ACORE, if they
meet the following criteria:

•
•
•

They cannot now, and have never been able to, fire a projectile. This included
nerf guns.
They have a non-removable orange tip
No live steel (edged metal weapons) will be permitted. Replica weapons must
be made of a non-metal, non-sharp material, must be no more than 60 inches in length, and must be approved by ACORE. Metal is permitted on a costume garment, provided it does not present a safety hazard, as determined
by ACross staff.

Commercial weapon replicas purchased in the dealer room must remain peacebonded at all times and must be taken directly to your hotel room or car after
purchase. They may not be carried around the convention. Noncompliant weapons in convention areas will be confiscated by ACORE.
The Director of Anime Crossroads Rules Enforcement can render final say on the
acceptability of any costume or prop.
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Autographs/notes
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